Patna: To bring more transparency in the functioning of National Urban Livelihood Missions (NULM) and provide easy accessibility to all the beneficiaries, state urban development and housing department (UDHD) started its state website sulmbihar.in on Thursday.

UDHD principal secretary Amrit Lal Meena appreciated the new website and said, "This has been done to monitor the work under NULM. Basically, the aim is to provide guidelines for employment by imparting skill training and help in placement. Anyone who wants to get training can apply online. Even a class 5 passout can apply and get training in plumbing course." Training to a particular course would be given on the basis of qualification and one-year job period of the trainees would be tracked. "The concerned training agency will provide jobs to at least 50% of the trainees", he added.

Meena said there are cases where trainers do not provide training to the enrolled candidates. But now, they can't escape, as video recording of the training would be done. Also, the portal has a tab dedicated to grievances. The training in different fields would be given free of cost, even the stationery and other required material.

Any beneficiary can log on to sulmbihar.in, which has different tabs giving information about the mission and benefits from its schemes.